PROSECCO

ROSÈ

THE INDEPENDENT PROSECCO
and THE INDEPENDENT ROSÈ
A blend of italian tastes.

Two brands synonymous with
preciousness have gathered to create
The Independent Prosecco and
The Independent Rosè: two exclusive
products, Made in Italy, that feature
our country’s typical flavor,
tradition and quality.

The Independent Prosecco: the bubbliest side of a classic.
The Independent Prosecco is born selecting the best grapes of the vintage from
Fantinel estates in Tauriano di Spilimbergo.
A prosecco with a unique Italia Independent look, characterised by its pied de poule
pattern on the label.
Once uncorked, The Independent Prosecco holds within the top quality of Fantinel’s
sparkling ability at creating wines, thanks to its subtle perlage, its flowery and fruity
fragrance and its velvety flavor.
A product intended to fit the most refined tastes and sophisticated styles.

Technical sheet

Grapes: Glera.
Vineyard soil: gravelly.
Training system: Guyot.
Sparkling wine-making method: Charmat (100 days in small steel tanks).
Bead: subtle and lasting.
Appearance: light straw yellow with lime green glare.
Nose: intense and elegant, rich of flowery notes and delicate fruity extracts.
Palate: tempting and velvety.
Alcoholic strength: 12% vol.
Ideal serving temperature: 7-8°C.
Pairings: aperitif, perfect with fish-based starters.

THE INDEPENDENT PROSECCO
DENIM EDITION:
MADE-IN-ITALY UNIQUENESS.
A single dedicated vineyard is the cradle
of the new exclusive project by Fantinel
and Italia Independent.
The Independent Prosecco - Denim Edition
seals the fusion of two worlds, the world
of wine and the world of tailoring art,
featuring the quality excellence and
the stylistic creativity that characterize
the most authentic Italianity.
It is the desire to amaze that distinguishes
the product, from the wine to the
packaging, which aims at celebrating
a timeless and iconic material, beloved
by Italia Independent: denim.
The result is an absolutely unique sparkling
wine, produced in limited quantity.

Being independent means writing
one’s own story every day.
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STYLE MADE IN ITALY
Italian by birth, character and appeal:
globally envied but never matched.

INNOVATION
Italia Independent re-interprets the classics, experimenting with materials,
ideas, styles and colours, always keeping a balance between tradition and icons.

CHARACTER
The Independent Attitude: an unexpected, unique and impressing leap.
The unmistakable capacity of setting itself apart.

BEING INTERNATIONAL
An italian brand with an international vocation:
just like our worldly recognized sense of style.

QUALITY

Elegance in design and materials, refined production techniques:
a neverending quest for product excellence.
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STYLE MADE IN ITALY
A strong bond with the original land and its flavors: Italy is the country of wine,
and Fantinel is one of the main players in the Italian wine industry.

INNOVATION
Wine-making tradition and production know-how meet with technological
research, blending history with future.

CHARACTER
The fizz gives sparkling wines an unexpected and unmistakable touch. Fresh bubbles
and a peculiar taste get together to create wines with a strong personality.

BEING INTERNATIONAL
Fantinel is part of the italian tradition, and during the last 40 years it has become
a well-known international enterprise, widening its own horizons more and more.

QUALITY

The most precious and selected grapes, the most innovative manufacture techniques,
for a top excellence product range.

The Independent Rosè: irresistible charm.
The Independent Rosè comes to life from the finest grapes picked at the heart
of Fantinel estate, in a selected Pinot Noir vineyard. A special vine that gives
structure, personality, complexity, and that is caressed by the touch of an
harmonious aromaticness, the Chardonnay one.
The Independent Rosè charms at first sight, thanks to its classic pink colour,
shining like a precious gem, through the brilliance of a fine bead. Its pleasant
fragrance mixes delicious fruity essences and evolved scents that reveal a slow
maturation, foreshadowing the silky pleasure that embraces the palate.
A perfect harmony between effervescence and sophistication, celebrated
by Italia Independent innovative packaging that enlivens with simplicity
and elegance the classic herringbone motif.

Technical sheet

Grapes: Pinot Noir (80%), Chardonnay (20%).
Vineyard soil: gravelly.
Training system: Guyot.
Sparkling wine-making method: Long Charmat (120 days in small steel tanks).
Bead: fine, numerous and persistent.
Appearance: classic pink.
Nose: a varied bouquet, with intense fragrances of wild berries
and a pleasant background of crusty bread.
Palate: inviting and velvety.
Alcoholic strength: 12% vol.
Ideal serving temperature: 7-8° C.
Pairings: aperitif, excellent with fish starters and delicate cold cuts.

